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1.

From Notheads -> Whistle -> Harmonics:
The start point of any notation without a steam should be relative to the bar lenght taking into account explicit rests. The end point is to be choosen by the player at any point before the bar ends
or at the end of the bar, unless there is another notated even in the bar, there is an explict rest, or if a tie extends.
The progression in the second bar of the extract above is achieved by a smooth change in finger pressure on the string over the course of time indicated in the score.
From a normal stopped note you move to a type of whistle tone, to touching the string as you would to produce a natural harmonic - even if you are not actually at a harmonic node. Finally this should morph
into an artifical harmonic reapplying presure at the stop position while begining to touch a fourth higher to produce the artifical harmonic. .
These may be played anywhere in the range of 1/4 sharp or 1/4 flat of the notated pitch and player may also choose to play this progression in the reverse order.
When pitches - dot notheads or harmonics, as in the last bar of the above extract- are written in isolation, they should be playd at notated pitch.
Between 136 seconds -160 seconds, these changes occur during a glissando performed by Violin 2 and are indicated above the stave. This should be performed with one finger stoping all the notes, while
bowing across all the strings and back again as quickly as possible.

2.

F# to Eflat Clef (For Violin 1 and Viola at about 110 seconds):
Can be played in any register. No more than three sucsessive note in any one register.

3.

Bow Position:

Where there is call for traditional bowing players should for this contour between Extreme Sul Tasto and Sul Ponticello for bow position. It should be performed over a time period of the players
choosing- continuous and taking into account rests (Example of how to map it is below).
Each time the player performs this contour it should be for a different lenght of time.

ST

SP

note off

4.

Bow Speed:

Arrows indicate a deceleration form, or an acceleration towards N- normal bowing speed for quater note =60.
There should still be something of the original pitch in the sound, not a harsh crunching slow bow.

5.
Dynamics:

In generalI don’t want to specify the dynamics, explore the possibilities of the techniques, support or subvert when necessary!
However, when any player finds themselves playing alone, apply the contours below in a similar fashion to Bow Position contours- but for no greater period of time covered by three bars.
When you have completed the contour return to the harmonious
life of the quartet......
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6.
Wood Bow, Tremelo, Pizz, and buzz [ 1st technique on video (violins) ]
Hold violin like a rebab. Bow D- string with the wood of the bow using a rapid but non-metrically tremelo.
Play pizzicato with left hand on the open string or at a higher pitch to be selected by the performer indicated by x.
This pitch should be atleast an octave higher than the open string relative to its position above the stave, [Ledger Lines pupossly left out!]
There should be a buzzing sound as the pizz vibrates against the bow-wood.

7.

Gliss
Played as slowly as possible in order to arrive in the area of the target pitch marked x. This should not be at an equal tempered stop.
Gaps in the line indicate bowing should stop, but left hand motion should continue.
When glissando is performed on two strings in opposite direction, perform this to the maximum width allowed by your hand or instrument.
When quadruple stops are indicated , they should be bow as quickly as posibble across the strings and back.

8.
Percussion bow bounce [ 2nd technique on video (Violin 1, Viola) ]
Hold stopped as indicated with one finger. Constantly bow between this position and the nut.
With the middle finger or ring finger of the left hand tap the rhythms which follow.
This tapping should influence the bow and cause it to bounce slightly along the strings as you bow.

9.
Double Cappo [ 3rd technique on video (Violin 1, Viola, pizzicato version on Cello) ]
Stop all the strings at one position with Index Finger of the left hand and at another position with Ring Finger.
Bow using the rhythm, which follow moving bow position through 1,2,3.
Do not bow at one position more than 3 times in a row.
Constantly change the pressure of the on and off both the stopped positions.
Gliss slightly with both fingers in opposition directions.

10.
Wrist Battau [ 4th/5th technique on video (Violin 1, Violin 2, Viola) ]
Hold Violin/Viola by the neck. Hold bow steady, wood against D and A strings: this is the stasis position.
In the score lines cut through the stave or extend from the middle line of the stave.
These represent the degree to which the wrist should turn the neck of the instrument; above the stave from the left,
below from the right: when the lines move from the center of the stave the wrist motion is from stasis position outwards, left or right.
These movements cause bouncing on the strings or body of the instrument.
Begin from extreme ST and move to SP by the end of this section near 176 seconds.
Change the notes held by fingers as much as possible.

11.

12.

13.

14.

F-Hole blow [6th technique on video (All) ]
Blow with a strong, directional breath into center of one of the F-Holes.
Trace the F-Hole with this breath for the length indicated.
At the next indication for this technique repeat this in another direction or on the other F-Hole.

Cymbal bow [ 7th technique on video (All) ]
Bow the E-String on violin/A-String on viola, with the wood of the bow - bowing somewhat behid yourself and the instrument. Change bow position
and angle slight on each bow, but always maintain contact with the sting and the instruments body.
This contact will make a phase like sound, while a strong squeal- like a bowed cymbal- will be generated by the string.

Bow Balance [ 8th technique on video (Cello) ]
Place the bow unbalanced on the body of the cello. Attempt to put it in balance ……. badly ……..
it will produce a knocking sound like a boat at a harbor.

Granular bow [ 9th technique on video (Violin 1, Viola, Cello) ]
Bow string extremely slowly with increased pressure near where the next meets the body.
A popping sound will be produced similar to a granular synthesis processing of a sound.
The density of this is indicated by the small vertical lines that follow indicating the string on which the technique is to be performed.
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